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Winter is the Best Time for Laser Treatments

The Los Angeles weather has finally changed and it’s now the best time to laser away brown
sunspots, wrinkles, and unwanted hair. Colder weather and a lower UV index is your skin's
best friend when it comes to getting these procedures done. It's easier to recover discretely or
stay away from the sun during the winter season. Plus, the shorter days help prevent
hyperpigmentation which can be further worsened by sun exposure.

Listen Up: Dr. Rosenbach Talks About Skin Care and Music
Dr. Rosenbach is featured on a top rated
podcast, Let There Be Talk, with comedian
Dean Delray. This podcast usually focuses on
interviews of musicians and comedians, but Mr.
Delray had a recent skin cancer scare and
wanted to talk dermatology with Dr.
Rosenbach. Dean liked our playlist in the office,
so Dr. Rosenbach got to chime in and discuss
music as well. One warning --Dean's language
is salty, to put it mildly. You can find the
podcast on iTunes or Google Play --episode
#303 of Let There Be Talk.

Products We Love: SENTÉ

We recently started carrying SENTÉ and
believe in their science-based skincare
products. SENTÉ research focuses on the
science of Glycosaminoglycans (GAGs), master
molecules that control skin health, aging,
extracellular matrix formation and integrity as
well as wound healing. They have a scientific
approach that led to the creation of Heparan
Sulfate Analog (HSA), a bio-engineered form of
endogenously produced Heparan Sulfate (HS)
that differs in size, shape and charge. SENTÉ
products are the first and only line that contains
HSA technology and are only available at our
office, not in retail outlets.

To schedule any of the procedures mentioned in this issue of Skin Sense News, please
ask for Julie Lopez, Dr. Rosenbach's Treatment Coordinator, at 310-556-5454. She will
be happy to coordinate your treatment and our services. If you are interested in SENTÉ,
please ask any of the office staff.
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